Absolute quantification of plasmid DNA by real-time PCR with genomic DNA as external standard and its application to a biodistribution study of an HIV DNA vaccine.
Real-time quantitative PCR (QPCR) has been proven to be a powerful tool for quantifying specific target DNA sequences. Compared to relative quantification, absolute quantification has the advantage of determining the absolute copy number of a given target, such as pathogen or plasmid DNA in vivo. However, matrix or impurities remaining in a DNA sample after various sample treatment procedures may influence a subsequent DNA analysis. In this work, we have compared methods of sample processing and validated the use of tissue genomic DNA as a universal external standard to facilitate quantification of plasmid DNA in biological matrix, especially addressing the amplification inhibition due to matrix effect and sample complexity. Also, we applied our high-throughput sample preparation and absolute quantification method to determine the distribution of an HIV plasmid DNA vaccine in vivo. Successful application showed the validity and reliability of the method in absolute quantification of a particular gene in vivo.